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Place: Learning Center
A Day Care Learning Center is a protected space used for group learning and play tailored to a particular age group.

Primary Insight: Foster Social Interaction & Activity
Foster positive social behaviors and physical activity in children through interaction with each other and the outdoor environment.
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View 1
Elements, Attributes, and User Experience

A A combination of open and sheltered areas in the learning center offers children outdoor spaces to learn, socialize, and play.

B Upfit units shelter areas to create a comfortable sense of place for children to enjoy learning and play.

C Low boundary walls are designed to help organize children by age groups without obstructing views for supervision.

D A well arranged environment should support curricular objectives while enhancing child development through learning and play.

E Upfit adaptive structures create high performance settings for learning and play.

F Upfit louvered roofs reduce glare on teaching materials and provide protection from sun and rain.

G Upfit slatted panels create a sense of enclosure balanced with an open feel and fresh air circulation. Upfit slatted panels also support a wide range of additions including hanging supply totes and interactive toys.

H Upfit white glass panels act as markerboards for learning and play activities or can be used as a surface for educational wall decals.
Place: Play Hub
A Day Care Play Hub is a protected space that supports a range of social play and educational activities for children.

Primary Insight: Enhance Development, Identity and Social Interaction
Enhance the social, emotional, cognitive, physical, and motor domains of development in children by offering a nature-rich and immersive outdoor environment for social interaction and play.
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View 1
Elements, Attributes, and User Experience

A **Upfit** structures offer sheltered outdoor areas that create a comfortable sense of place and support a range of social, play, and learning activities.

B A large sand pit supports individual play and serves as a “gather ‘round” location for group storytelling and musical play.

C **LINE landscape panels** delineate spaces and provide safe enclosure.

D Shallow moving water pool engages multiple senses for immersive play.

E Interactive play features, such as climbing blocks of multiple scales, help develop gross motor skills across age groups.

F **Candela area lighting** around the perimeter creates a safe and secure evening experience.

G **Chase Park litter receptacles** keep the space free of debris and help encourage responsible recycling habits.